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 > **To:** BOB#12345@xyz.com > **From:** Janice#12345@xyz.com > **Subject:** Curious about your visit to Kaggle >
Hi Bob, > > I don't know much about what you do, but I do have a few questions I'd like to > ask you. > I know there was a

"Kaggle Day" at Google, and that some people from the > company went out to a bar and talked about it. Can you tell me more
about > that? > I'm really interested to know more about the Kaggle competition and the > startup world in general. Who are

some of the top companies in the space? > Do you think it could work for me? > What are the biggest challenges you face in the
startup world? How did you > handle them? > I'm eager to hear your answers! > Best, > Janice > P.S. I've attached a resume. In

the past, I've been on top of most of the jobs in my sector. I've received a ton of recruiter attention, and at the last minute,
turned a handful down. I've also written a variety of articles for the Boston Globe, and have other press releases for HiringBoss

and The Boston Globe. I don't know how the hiring process works at Google, but this scenario can happen at the "interview"
stage. You can see more at Thanks! Bob ________________________________________________ Bob's Credentials

------------------------------------------ "All In" Computer Programmer - 4 years' experience - current Executive Search Consultant
- Senior Partner at The Works Recruitment Company - Previously Recruited to Google, Facebook, MSFT, and others "Rock

Star" Software Engineer - Masters - experienced in many sophisticated programming languages including 82157476af
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